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But for Kairi, this schedule couldn’t be more appropriate, because she originally planned to go to the
Jiaodong Peninsula.

There are ten flights, you can’t leave at night, you can only buy the plane tomorrow morning

, fly to Eastcliff first, and then transfer to Jiaodong Peninsula after arriving in Eastcliff at noon.

In this case, it will be tomorrow afternoon at the earliest to reach the Jiaodong Peninsula.

However, if we can go to Aurous Hill first tonight and have a chat with Young Master Wade about
cooperation,

no matter what the cooperation is, we should be able to depart from Aurous Hill to Jiaodong
Peninsula tomorrow morning.

Aurous Hill is very close to the Jiaodong Peninsula, and it takes just over an hour by high-speed rail.

Therefore, not only will this not affect your original plan, it will even be faster.

So, she agreed without hesitation and said politely: “I have no problem here, but I want to trouble you
to arrange the itinerary over there.”

Isaac Cameronsmiled and said: “These are all trivial matters. Ms. Kairi will tell me the detailed address.
I will arrange for the helicopter to go there first.”

“Great!”

After Kairi gave Isaac Cameronthe specific address of the Elms family, the two said goodbye to each
other and hung up the phone.

As soon as the call was hung up, Wilfred ( LORD Elms ) couldn’t help but said excitedly:

“This is really dozing, and someone will pass a pillow! Just looking for a chance to see if

I can connect with the Wade Family or the Sun family, the Wade Family’s phone call came over. !”

Kairi nodded, but she couldn’t figure it out. He said in confusion,

“Dad, I don’t quite understand, why did the Wade Family take the initiative to find us?”

Wilfred ( LORD Elms ) blurted out: “It must be against the Banks Family, so I thought of coming to win
us!”



Kairi shook her head and said, “In my impression, the Wade Family actually didn’t have high demands
on the martial arts family.”

Wilfred ( LORD Elms ) waved his hand: “I didn’t have it before, doesn’t mean I can’t have it now.

Maybe people just want to win over the martial arts family and improve their overall strength?”

“It’s not quite right.” Kairi said seriously: “After the Banks Family’s accident, the major families have
actually converged a lot.

In the past, they were able to pass the martial arts family and make small movements behind the
scenes

, but now they don’t dare to mess up,
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so It seems that the Wade Family shouldn’t have suddenly wanted to win over us at this time.”

With that, Kairi said again: “Besides, there is one thing I don’t understand.”

Wilfred ( LORD Elms ) hurriedly asked: “What’s the matter?”

Kairi said: “The manager Isaac who called, asked me to go to Aurous Hill to meet their young master,

but shouldn’t the Wade Family be in Eastcliff? Even if they have power distribution in Aurous Hill,
based on the size of Aurous Hill,

this kind of In second-tier cities, you don’t need a Wade Family master to be in town, right?”

Wilfred ( LORD Elms ) frowned and asked her: “Do you think there is fraud in this?”

Kairi shook her head, and said: “There is a scam, but I can’t talk about it. I just think it’s weird. It
doesn’t

seem to make sense. Moreover, even if the Wade Family wants to talk to us, they shouldn’t find me.
I’ve lost an arm. ,

I basically didn’t go out and show my face. Many people don’t even know my identity. How did they
contact me directly,

and even named them by name, saying that their young master just wants to cooperate with me?”

Wilfred ( LORD Elms ) was also a little puzzled, muttering to himself: “It sounds really unreasonable.
Why don’t you just call back and ask?”

Kairi thought for a while and said, “Forget it, I’ll go and see it, if I think about it, it can’t be a trap.

I really can’t think of anyone deliberately trying to deal with me.”



After speaking, she said again: “When I arrive at night, I will talk to their young masters first,

and then try to get a result, so that I will take the first high-speed train to Jiaodong in the early
morning

of tomorrow, which counts the time, than if I set off directly from here. It’s faster to get to Jiaodong.”

“Yeah!” Wilfred ( LORD Elms ) nodded and said, “If you have any circumstances then, please contact me
in time!”
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